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Lancaster county 
Board of Zoning appeaLs 

reguLar Meeting 
JuLy 13, 2017 

Minutes 
 

Members Present: Don Brouwer, Harvey Carnes, Frances Liu, Jabo Sims 
 
Others Present: - Kenneth Cauthen, Zoning Official; Elaine Boone Deputy Zoning Official, Dwight Witherspoon 
Zoning Officer, Mika Garris, Secretary; John Weaver, County Attorney 
 
Others Absent:  Lavilla Brevard BZA Board member.  Darrell Reid BZA Board Member .No members of the press 
were present. 
 
The following press were notified of the meeting by email or by fax in accordance with the Freedom of Information 
Act: The Lancaster News, Kershaw News Era, The Fort Mill Times, and the local Government Channel. The agenda 
was also posted in the lobby of the County Administrative Building the required length of time and on the County 
website. 
Frances Liu- Is there any board member that hasn’t received a packet from the Zoning Department containing the 
necessary information from our meeting? Our first order of business is to approve the agenda. Are they any changes 
to the agenda? If not could I have a motion to approve?  Any discussion? All in favor raise your hand. 
 
 
Approve the Agenda 
HARVEY CARNES MADE MOTION TO APPROVE 
 
DON BROUWER- SECOND. 
 
  VOTE:           UNANIMOUS   MOTION CARRIED 
 
 
Frances Liu- The next order of business is to approve the minutes are they any changes to the minutes? I have a 
motion to approve. 
 
Approval of the Minutes   
DON BROUWER MADE THE MOTION TO APPROVE   
 
HARVEY CARNES SECOND  
 
 
 
  VOTE:           UNANIMOUS   MOTION CARRIED 
 
 
Frances Liu- Has Zoning made it possible for all applicants to receive information of this meeting? Have all Ajacent 
property owners been notified? 
 
Kenneth Cauthen- They have. 
 
Frances Liu- Was there a notice of the meeting published in the local newspaper to include the meeting place date 
time and the agenda? 
 
Kenneth Cauthen- There was 
 
Frances Liu- And is there a copy on file? 
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Kenneth Cauthen- There is 
 
Frances Liu- Thank you 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Frances Liu- The Zoning board of appeals duties are within three specific areas Administrative review is an appeal 
as an order or decision of the administrator that has alleged error. The power to grant a variance is given to the board 
of zoning appeals by the state of South Carolina. Variances made be granted when strict application of the Zoning 
Ordinance would cause unnecessary hardship and the granting of the Variance would not cause substantial detriment 
to adjacent properties or the public good. And third special exceptions are permitted uses within the Zoning district 
but require a public hearing prior to granting final approval. A public hearing is conducted to review comments and 
information both for and against the proposed application. During the public hearing portion of the meeting all 
interested parties will be given the opportunity to speak and give factual information or present factual 
documentation. All persons speaking will be placed under oath. All persons wishing to speak will sign the register 
prior to speaking. Anyone speaking will come forward to the podium speak into microphone and state A) Name B) 
address C) telephone number. We must record all information for the record. The applicant will speak first and will 
have an opportunity for a rebuttal. Please limit your comments to no more than five minutes. Staff will now read the 
statement of matter. 
 
Dwight Witherspoon - This application is a variance application of Jonathan Yates to request a variance from 
section 5.11.5 wireless communications facilities subsection C) prohibit location of the united development 
ordinance. Location approximately 560 Zimmer Rd Indian Land SC 29707. TAX MAP 8 PARCEL 34. 
ZONING CLASSIFICATION NB. Which is neighborhood business. The applicant is seeking a variance from the 
300 ft separation requirement in order for a new telecommunications facility to be located 83 ft from a residential 
use. The property is located approximately 560 Zimmer Rd in Indian Land and consists of plus minus 16.366 
acres. The property has 11 buildings that make up Zimmer Business Park. Surrounding conditions the property is 
surrounded by two parcels that are zoned NB neighborhood business and 4 parcels that are zoned LDR. Low 
Density Residential.  
 
Frances Liu- If the applicant agrees with the statement of matter as read please sign. I will now proclaim the public 
portion of our meeting open. And I don’t have a list of speakers. Does someone have the list?  
 
John Weaver- Madam Chairman while I’m not on the list I mentioned to you that I would like to speak to you just 
very briefly. 
 
Frances Liu- Thank you 
 
John Weaver- during most of the 1990’s I practiced law in Charleston since that time I was later in Horry County 
with government service during both my time in Charleston and my time in Horry County I have known Jonathan 
Yates he practices in Charleston and for more than two decades has done this type of work. I speak for his 
credibility not the issue that’s before you. But it is a complicated issue most of the situations that you get before you 
people don’t really know what to say they don’t know how to present it. This is a different situation particularly for 
you can see from the books you got but there is a lot of federal Law involved in this it is far more complex than just 
whether you gonna allow a mobile home on this property or not and so I would imagine that Mr. Yates will be 
speaking about some of that and I thought it might be beneficial to you if I  if I just gave you a few brief comments 
about his presentation so that you would know in advance the requirements and responsibilities of what he is 
presenting goes far beyond just the boundaries of Lancaster County so with that thank you very much. 
 
Frances Liu- I have a question? 
 
John Weaver- Yes ma’am 
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Frances Liu- Mr. Yates has been doing this for two decades? 
 
John Weaver- 22years 
 
Frances Liu- 22 years I know he’s not a coach but what’s his win loss record? 
 
John Weaver- I would imagine its about 100 percent. 
 
Frances Liu- Can Mr. Yates tell us?  
 
John Weaver- I f you would like to ask him that realizing he’s from Charleston so you can’t submit his word. 
 
Frances Liu- ooh that’s a good introduction gentleman did you all hear that?  
 
JonathanYates- The Citadel graduate. 
 
Frances Liu- Pardon me, 
 
Jonathan Yates- He’s a graduate of the Citadel they always hate Charleston because of those barracks. 
 
Frances Liu- I see ok. 
 
Jonathon Yates- Thank you very much Ma’dam Chair. Jonathon Yates here tonight  
 
Frances Liu- Can you answer my question? 
 
Jonathon Yates- I have never added it up but I would say it’s in the 97 to 98 percent. 
 
Frances Liu- Ok we need your name and address and phone number and we will have you sworn in and then we will 
have you sworn in and begin your presentation please. 
 
Jonathan Yates-  Thank you so much my name is JONATHAN YATES MY ADDRESS IS 105 BROAD ST 
CHARLESTON SC. PHONE NUMBER IS 843-414-9754. 
 
Frances Liu- Thank you 
 
 
Mika Garris- Will you raise your right hand. Do you solemnly affirm that the testimony you are about to give is the 
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth?  
 
Jonathan Yates- Thank you chair first and foremost before we do get into the presentation I do this work all over the 
Carolinas and Georgia very rarely do I counter what I counter in Lancaster County in terms of the Zoning 
department. From Kenneth Cauthen, Kenneth ,Mika ,Elaine ,Dwight they are wonderful not only are they 
professional I had not been to Lancaster in awhile and you had a brand new ordinance the Ordinance changed on us 
just last year. I think I asked a hundred stupid questions no one ever laughed at me. No one ever laughed at me and I 
thank them. What we going to talk about tonight this is a wireless facility I have been doing this 22 years now. 
When I started in wireless. Wireless was a game a toy of the rich people it was something that a rich person would 
have a big antenna on the top of a Mercedes or a Lincoln Continental. What is wireless today?  Wireless today in 
South Carolina alone 50 percent of our houses are wireless only. 42 percent are hybrid where they have the landline 
and the wireless device but only 8 percent have a landline only. So, what is to happen with wireless what are some 
of the other things. In my home county of Charleston County and I don’t have the statistics for Lancaster County 
and I apologize close to 80 percent of all our 911 calls go into the consolidated dispatch each month come from a 
wireless device. Why? You’re in an instant you need help and the old days I remember Mr. Weaver will sorta know 
what I’m talking about when I younger I was about 17 years old I was driving a car on a remote part of Charleston 
County called Johns Island and a tire blew out. One of the scariest moments of my life after the two mile walk was 
to knock on that door and see if it was gonna open or I was gonna get shot. I now have a 17 year old son Thank God 
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he’s not fully driving yet that’s imminent. If he has a problem he will stay in the car he will call me he will call help 
and he will not make that same walk. So that’s the importance of wireless yeah it is kids playing crazy games it is 
people streaming videos it’s all that but, it’s the Wireless world and over the past 22 years I have gotten to watch all 
that unfold and that pretty neat. Lancaster County still needs some work we need to get it equivalent we need to get 
the wireless infrastructure throughout the county to make it equivalent to Charleston County,Richland County, 
Greenville County. Even Florence County and that work is going on. The first proposal We have for you tonight is 
by Comporium Wireless and this is an interesting one in that this Tower was approved by Zoning and Building in 
2012. Unfortunately as things go it was not built but I have with me both the Zoning Permit and Building Permit 
where this was approved in 2012. We moved forward and it was a great site what we talking about and Ben Zimmer 
is with us tonight and the Zimmer Business Park 16 acres, 11 buildings a residence and 45 tenants he has 45 
commercial tenants. I was in the facility this afternoon beautifully run. Ideal is what we in wireless we call a almost 
a textbook location. Were able to place the facility right in the middle of this business park where you have the 
heavy commercial use going on. It helps all those guys in the business park and it brings the coverage to the 
residence around it. Bennie gave us a perfect piece of property. Even under the new rules we meet all the rules 
doesn’t even require a special exception except for one. This is where I’m gonna pick on Elaine I love her but I’m  
gonna pick on her. In the new ordinance I hope the county fathers will take a look at this in the future. There’s one 
provision that I don’t know where it came from. It says there’s a 300 ft separation from residential structures we 
sometimes see that in South Carolina but normally two things It does’nt apply to the owner you know if it’s on your 
property it does’nt count against you it’s a guard against the off- site. You know you wanna be 300ft away from 
anybody elses property. And most ordinances in South Carolina provide a waiver that if there is a house say within 
300 500ft you can you can go ahead the owner can waive it. This ordinance doesn’t do it and I hope I don’t Im going 
to work on Mr. Weaver that’s probably something we need to tweak in this ordinance. Otherwise this is a perfect 
facility. Who’s it for? It’s for Comporium. Comporium Wireless. Local here throughout York Lancaster County. 
Comporium needs it and I have with me I’m gonna bring him on up. The Engineer for Comporium. Roger is gonna 
show you why he needs it what this facility means and what will it do for the folks of Lancaster county in that area. 
So Roger I’m gonna (NOTAUDIBLE).  
 
Roger with COMPORIUM ( NOT SWORN IN) - so what you see here is what we call a propagation map. And it 
sorta looks like a weather map. Where you see the red is where we have very strong signals and where you see the 
blue and kinda yellowish is where you have a real weak RF signal. And when I talk about a real weak RF signal if 
you are talking on your phone either if you get into this area you would drop a call or if you trying to place a call in 
this area whether it be for emergency or whatever purposes you probably won’t be able to make that call. And so 
this map shows highway 521 and this is Zimmer Rd and you can clearly see from this map that there’s no coverage 
in this area.  
 
Jonathan Yates- Roger, I found that out this afternoon. 
 
Roger- oh u did. Well here’s what it would look like once we put the tower in. and you can see how now we got hwy 
521 here and now we got a big red dot so everyone in that area whether its Zimmer Park or nearby neighborhoods 
are being able to make phone calls. 
 
Frances Liu- tell me more about what the boundaries of the uncovered areas are? I know you said 521  
 
Roger- This is Hwy 521 coming here I’m gonna have to bring it closer this street going  across is Zimmer Business 
Park this is the North Carolina  South Carolina line going here and this is like Hwy 60 up here going across so. 
 
Jonathan Yates- And Roger is available for any questions and in order to achieve the goal for Comporioum we 
gonna put in a 195 ft facility. 195ft is very important over 200ft you would have to put air and navigation lights on 
it. So Comporium was able to get their coverage objective met at 195 so it won’t have lights and I think that’s 
important I have met some nice folks earlier this afternoon Mr. and Mrs Harvey Hood they live across the street and 
that one thing I wanted is that it will not have lights. Now the facility is not just designed for Comporium it is also 
designed as your ordinance requires for colocation there’s space for Comporium and for their competitors theres 
space on it for all of them when they wanna provide the coverage to that area. A perfect location. When you have a 
facility like this one of the first things we do and I think this will become more when we talk about it. We need all 
rules except for I don’t know how it got in the ordinance 300ft on this property you have 11 commercial buildings 
and an old house 
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Elaine Boone- Jonathan please speak into the microphone she has a hard time with the minutes  
 
Jonathan Yates- we have 11 commercial buildings and there’s an old residence that he rents out. Over the years it 
has been rented by commercial tenants. Bennies long term plan is to take that building down eventually there’s 
tenants in it now he doesn’t wanna chase them off. So the whole purpose tonight is to seek a variance from what I 
think it’s an arbitrary number 300ft but to be safe cause we wanna make sure were safe to everyone the facility has 
been designed what we call a certified fallso where the steel is the designed up to the NC standard for Lancaster 
County of 115 mph wind which is a 700 year event that in case of a catastrophic event the way the steel is designed 
the top 75 ft break over and dangle down so if there is an event it all happens right inside our compound. So even if 
there’s tenants there they will be safe. So we wanted to overdesign the facility as we are asking for a variance 
tonight I wanted to answer briefly some of the variance standards. First question: Are their extraordinary and 
exceptional conditions pertaining to this particular piece of property? You have 16 acres you got 11 buildings 
perfect location textbook location for a cell tower site but they take up most of the property. Where they aren’t 
buildings you have some properties that are sloping off so we couldn’t put the site in and right in the middle of that 
you have a house very rare. Do these conditions apply to other property in the vicinity no other property in the 
vicinity has 11 commercial buildings. Very rarely do you ever see a Business park with a residence in the middle of 
it. Will these due to the ordinance will it unreasonably restrict the use of Bennies property? Absolutely but for this 
provision this 300ft provision he meets all the rules and keep in mind in 2012 there was both a zoning and building 
permit approving this tower its just the 2016 rule that’s sorta has us requesting the variance. The last question, will 
the variance be a substantial detriment to the surrounding area? We have already touched on this and the answer is 
NO. The purpose of Comporium is to bring their infrastructure . Comporium is an infrastructure provider their no 
different the other infrastructure providers power, telephone, water or sewer with one big exception they don’t have 
to run every linear foot to cover someones house with a well -positioned tower they can cover a wide area and 
everyone will have the 21st century infrastructure. What does it mean? We talked about the 50 percent of all 
households are going wireless only particularly the younger homebuyer younger than me what I understand from the 
real-estate agents is the first thing they do when they walk through the house is pull out all of their devices out and if 
they don’t work in every room and every nook and cranny they go on to the next house. I was working down in 
Hilton Head a couple of years ago, Town of Hilton Head had determined they needed to get more towers the 
residents were upset they’re was’nt good coverage the visitors were upset and I was talking to one of the council 
members for the town and I said let’s talk about property you know what it does for property value. He said I will 
take care of that for you Mr. Yates at the meeting and I said how is that sir? I had a friend who in 2008 had a house 
in one of the nicest parts in Hilton Head he put it up for sale for around 5 million dollars 2008 was not a good time 
to be saleing an expensive house like that. Fast forward to 2011 he reduced the prices of the house to 3.5 million and 
his broker called and said great news this guy is flying in from the Midwest he seen all the pictures on the internet he 
wants it sure enough the guy walked through the next day he said this is it its exactly it looked but before I get the 
contract ready but before I signed I promised I would call my wife and he pulled out an i-phone I won’t tell you who 
the carrier. The phone call did not go out he did buy a 3.5 million dollar on his trip to Hilton Head he didn’t buy that 
one. And then we get to the other safety features we talked about 80 percent of the calls the law enforcement first 
responders and this is something that’s tough to bring up but I have to. The tragedy that was averted in South 
Carolina last fall if you heard of the Kayla Brown? Young lady who was kidnapped and found in a trailer with a 
serial killer. She was found by their ability of the Sheriff’s Department to triangulate the last known beats on her 
AT&T phone. So the jury is out or what wireless does for health and safety. For I leave health and safety I wanna 
touch on one thing County attorney Weaver brought up there’s you know sometimes hear  these hearings talk about 
concern about a missions that kind of thing quiet simply. You as a board cannot review that evidence cuz there’s 
what we call federal re-emption. The federal government has said that is something you can’t review as long as the 
carrier comes inside the limits. But as to that we tell people look to the American Cancer Societ ,USFDA there’s a 
lot of research and these carriers like Comporium,Roger can tell us better they come in way under the limits of what 
there suppos to do. So in a nut shell I just wanted to review all that I need your help tonight I feel it’s a bizarre one 
cuz this tower was approved five years ago. It just did’nt get built and an extra sentence that was put in the 
Ordinance that’s where I need your help. You know Board of Zoning Appeals in South Carolina most counties used 
to be Boards of Adjustment. Why? You’re a board you have the ability to adjust the rules when appropriate. We’re 
asking for that tonight. The new Ordinance the 2016 Ordinance this towers been in the works long before it was 
passed. It was approved under the old Ordinance. It meets all the rules for this 300 footer. The house in question is 
owned by the property owner. In the future he plans to take it down he just does’nt wanna throw his tenants out now. 
We’re more We about 83 ft away we have designed it in the fall zone to make sure it is safe in a 700 year event. In a 
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catastrophic event. So on this very hot day I am sorry to drag you out on a hot day but ask if you could see here 
we’re clear to give us an adjustment to let us go forward with this important facility for Comporium Wireless. Thank 
yall. 
 
Frances Liu- I will now proclaim the public portion of the meeting open. And the first person to sign up to speak is 
HARVEY MCCONNELL. If you will come forward and state your name address and phone number and be sworn 
in please.  
 
MAC MCCONNELL 330 ARROWWOOD AVE LANCASTER PHONE NUMBER IS 285-1787 
 
Mika Garris- Will you raise your right hand do you solemnly affirm that the testimony you are about to give is the 
truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth. 
 
Mac Mcconnell- I do I met Mr. Tim Hallman outside in the hall I wasn’t sure if reading his public notice was in the 
paper the Lancaster News concerning the one we are talking about now on Zimmer Road. Because it didn’t mention 
cell tower where as the one down below on the Culp Rd mentioned a cell tower. So I don’t know why the 
discrepancy there why they didn’t put cell tower in there cuz I’m here to address the affects of radio frequency 
microwave radiation. It comes from all these devices all these all these cell towers cell phones and what have you. I 
do wanna speak Mr. Zimmer one second 25 years ago I was with DHEC and help you and I met you up there 
develop your industrial site up there. With the (NOT AUDIBLE). Or what have you that was at least 25 years ago. 
 
Frances Liu- Mr. Mcconnell? 
 
Mac Mcconnell- yes? 
 
Frances Liu- I’m sorry you have to address all comments to us. 
 
Mac Mcconnell-  But it is a big business he has up there now but my chief concern tonight is appears nobody even 
in this country or the county is aware of what is being admitted by these devices I’m talking cell phones, lap top 
computers all of these and they are dangerous they are harmful to your health studies have been done the studies ad 
here is something here I just wanna leave with you is actually it’s a warning a public health warning see I work with 
DHEC over 25 years I worked in environmental health worked with Ken well water , septic tank, worked with 
Elaine there I went by the book there were no gray areas or variances you either wrote a permit for something or you 
did not but when it comes to this your human health is involved I was in the military I was in the lab we worked 
with pathogens viruses bacteria all that kind of stuff . You can see things developing the bad part about this you can 
not see anything its radio frequency microwave radiation is being admitted by these devices. Its killing you. And 
nobody knows it’s the number one lobbyist group in the country is who? The wireless communication group. So 
money equals power the FCC they drop the ball I just wanna give you a few facts that all wireless devices admit 
microwave radiation. Which is a known biological hazard. Everytime you use a wireless device you are exposed to 
microwave radiation. In the world health organization WHO labels the radiation as a class to be possible cancer 
causing agent in the same category as what we have seen in the past. Did nothing about it until it’s too late. Lead, 
DDT, chlorphorm, asbestos, when it all come out to twenty years oh, look what we got! Same thing is happening 
today. The testing is not being done in a legitimate truthful legal matter. There not doing apples and apples they’re 
mixing apples and oranges it’s not truthful. So that’s what we’re dealing with. So you take cell phones,cell towers, 
cordless phones the tablets ,laptops even the smart meters now. At Duke Energy is putting on your house. I imagine 
everyone in here is got a smart meter.  
 
Fran Liu- Mr. Mcconnell I don’t mean to interrupt you but we’re not addressing devices tonight if you could keep 
your comments on cell towers. 
 
Mac Mcconnell- Ok I will so some people it even become it causes radiation causes diseases most long term and 
short term cancer infertility, DNA, heart problems a fib and many others. And you got 3 percent of the population 
have come down with EHS ( Electro Hypersensitivity ) its hard for them to even be around cell towers or cell 
phones or what have you. And government regulations do not protect you FCC guidelines were written decades ago 
in a newer current signs linking microwave to human disease. Many cities have tried to introduce mandatory health 
warnings but the wireless industry which is so big and powerful now has suppressed these efforts law suits and 
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economic boycotts. So I am just telling you what we have here so Mr. Yates said he didn’t address the bad part 
about the health and safety of the human population. What we are now is a bunch of guinnea pigs out here used to 
all these devices. And I read an article just the other day that in ten years from now especially in the younger 
generations in schools where we have all these lap tops WIFI all these commercial routers all day long in ten years 
we gonna see a large number of  brain cancer. It’s coming and what are we doing about it? Nothing! Nobody knows 
anything nobody wants to do anything there’s no regulations. I talked to the sheriff about some of these there’s no 
regulations I talked with the department of radiological health in Columbia we don’t have anything. Nobody is 
doing nothing. It’s gonna be too late. That’s what I’m telling you my only thing oppose this is. Let’s don’t put it 83 
ft from a structure that has human habitation in it at least make it the 300ft or put it somewhere’s else.  I read a class 
in California dormitory at UC Berkley cell tower right beside the door. Three cases of brain cancer in three years. 
They finally moved the cell tower. So this is true but nobody you know wants to hear about it. What the old Russian 
said “Lennon said, if you tell a lie long enough it becomes the truth” so the truth is not out there. It’s just one little 
lie after another. FCC have been bought and paid for. And like Martin Luther King said. “Our lives begin to end the 
day we become silent about things that matter” this matters. Why can’t we I don’t think we should have anybody 
living in this house with it being that close that’s all I’m saying. It needs I’m not saying we got cell towers you 
gonna have more cell towers. What I’m saying don’t be scorching the people inside that house.  
 
Frances Liu- Thank you Mr. Mcconnell.the next person to speak is Steve Willis. 
 
STEVE WILLIS P.O BOX 1809 LANCASTER SOUTH CAROLINA  
 
Mika Garris- Will you raise your right hand? Do you solemnly affirm that the testimony you are about to give is the 
truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth? 
 
Steve Willis- I do. Ma’dam chair members of the commission was asked about the prevalence of cell phone usage. 
We don’t have a business license or anything like that so I can’t provide any information on that. I can tell you 
anecdotely my wife and I and my mother in law the last people in my family still have a landline. Parents both my 
sisters,brother in laws, son , daughter in law everybody has pretty much just gone cellular. But we don’t have 
anything like that I can report to you based on our 911 revenue. Landlines are disappearing. We receive 1.00 per 
month landline for the 911 fees. 63 cents per cell phone that’s through the state. And based on our revenue the land 
lines are just dropping but I can’t provide any information if we don’t have a business license on non -emergency 
stuff but I can provide you is information that’s from our public safety public safety communications department 
otherwise known as 911. For the last twelve months this is from the time period July 1 2016 –  June 30 2017 . In the 
Lancaster County PSAP we had a total 50,278  (911 )calls of those 41,792 are 83.12 percent were cellular. 7,704 or 
15.32 percent came from landlines. The remaining 782 1.56 percent came from voice over internet protocol phones 
that’s just information about you know take it for what it’s worth I certainly wouldn’t say 911 a representative 
sample but that’s the information we can provide. About the prevalence of cell phone use over 911 we see today. 
Thank you. 
 
Frances Liu- Thank you. The public portion of the meeting is now closed have any calls or letters been received by 
staff?  
 
Dwight Witherspoon- Yes I had one call from Shinnecock lane up in Indian Land they just wanted to know what 
was going on and after they were told they said they didn’t have any problems with it. 
 
Frances Liu- Is that near the site of the tower? 
 
Dwight Witherspoon- It is. It’s right up above it. Going into the Firethorne subdivision.  
 
Frances Liu- Ok has a site check been made by staff. 
 
Kenneth Cauthen- It has and that house I didn’t know if it was occupied or not but it is. And we got the booklet here 
signed off by the Engineer with all the distances. Falls on. 
 
Frances Liu- have all the measurements been verified? 
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Kenneth Cauthen- Yes 
 
FrancesLiu- Do board members have any questions for the applicant?  
 
Harvey Carnes- Did you say that house is gonna be tore down? 
 
Jonathan Yates- I will turn it over to the property owner 
 
Frances Liu- name please 
 
BERNARD ZIMMER OWNER AND DEVELOPER OF ZIMMER BUSINESS PARK 429 MARVIN RD 
 
Frances Liu- Telephone Number please? 
 
Bernard Zimmer- 704-608-0252 
 
Mika Garris- Do you solemnly affirm that the testimony you are about to give is the truth the whole truth and 
nothing but the truth? 
 
Bernard Zimmer- Yes I do the question again please? 
 
Harvey Carnes- Are you gonna tear the house down? 
 
Bernard Zimmer- Not the present time No there is occupants in the house now my plans are to have them in there as 
long as they wish to it’s a month to month agreement with them. I don’t have a yearly lease with them. When they 
do decide to leave the house I probably condemn the house.  I will not tear the house down and put another new 
house in it’s place. The idea for me eventually in the near future is to continue building in Zimmer Business Park to 
put up another two buildings on the rest of that open land that’s my initiative intentions to do.  
 
Harvey Carnes- Ok thank you 
 
Bernard Zimmer- Yes 
 
Frances Liu- Any questions for the applicant?  Any board members have questions for staff? Why in the old 
ordinance what was the was their section that addressed cell towers?  Or is this a new 
 
Elaine Boone- We did but back when I was in the planning department. We re wrote the Ordinance we did add 300ft 
rule. 
 
Frances Liu- And why was that?  
 
Elaine Boone- I don’t remember to tell you the truth. 
 
Frances Liu- yeah but it was before? 
 
Elaine Boone- We didn’t have a separate (NOT AUDIBLE) 
 
Kenneth Cauthen- Falls on just a tower  
 
Elaine Boone- Right it’s the height of the tower. The 300ft thing was basically I think the consultant recommended 
that. 
 
Frances Liu- But we don’t know why? 
 
Kenneth Cauthen- But then again there was a section in there about a certified fall zone it was real vague but it did 
reference the Engineer fall zone which would be smaller than the height of the tower. 
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Elaine Boone- Right  
 
Frances Liu- Do we know what the variance requirements are in other communities?  
 
John Weaver- I can address that 
 
Frances Liu- Alright 
 
John Weaver- in the counties where I have practiced Florence County. Charleston County, Horry County these type 
accordion type falls are generally 
 
Frances Liu- Oh not for falls what is the variance requirement for the footage to a residence?  
 
John Weaver- They do not have those that’s what I was leading up to. What counties have done that I’m aware of 
and we have talked about this already and with the planning staff and also with Zoning. This UDO will be changed 
to conform with the new more modern language which we just did not have it at that particular time when we passed 
this last year. And once there is presented and this is the way it is in the other county when it is presented by an 
Engineer as to the nature of the structure and the fall zone when it falls like an accordion then each fall zone 
differents depending upon the fall zone area as establish by that engineer so there is no set amount like areas here. 
And I would anticipate this likely being the last one that we will have because of course we have that UDO advisory 
committee and we will have to go through that then through the planning commission then through the County 
council but it will be changed so that there will be no set established fall zone because of the new construction 
techniques of these type cell towers. 
 
Frances Liu- But we don’t know that this 300ft was put in there because of a fall zone? This is just how close the 
cell phone tower can be to a residence it doesn’t address we don’t know why it’s in there it’s not protection its not 
stated. 
 
John Weaver- It was because of the fall Zone  
 
Frances Liu- But it doesn’t say that in the UDO right?  
 
John Weaver- It was because of the fall zone. I know that as a fact. I’m sorry I was not here when it was written. 
That’s that the reasoning behind that. And I have had a situation in the City of Lancaster concerning this same 
situation. So I that’s the only reason I know anything about it.so I have done some research on it. Thank You 
 
Frances Liu- We don’t know of any other communities that have variance requirements or distance requirements?  
 
John Weaver- The counties that I am familiar with firsthand knowledge have the more modern fall zone that varies 
pending upon the structural engineers report. 
 
Frances Liu- Ok, and there are other houses around the area? But how close are they? 
 
Elaine Boone- I mean it’s out of the fall it’s out of the 300 
 
Frances Liu- out of the 300?  
 
Kenneth Cauthen – Its right at 324ft 
 
Frances Liu- Ok so the only one is this house? So if the house was no longer used as a residence but used as a 
commercial a variance would’nt be needed? 
 
Jonathan Yates- no ma’am so to also take it back on the counties attorney testimony we showed you earlier the fall 
zone certification by South Carolina professional Mr. Robert Beakham at 75ft so it would meet that standard.  
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Frances Liu- Right I’m just going by our UDO says I mean I believe your presentation I was just interested in the 
fact that at times the house  has’nt been used as a residence it’s been used as commercial and if we had a conditional 
variance granted tonight that as long as that house was used as commercial and never used as a residence again then 
we would’nt have to worry because it’s a conditional variance. 
 
Jonathan Yates –The only issue there Mr. Zimmer stated he has tenants who he eventually plans to you know its 
gonna be an expansion of the business park but he does’nt wanna displace these people right now so that’s why we 
ask you for this adjustment we have the fall zone in place at 75ft this will allow for those people to stay there until 
Mr. Zimmer goes on and completes his business park as always.  
 
Jabo Sims- I would like to ask staff a question if I could? You say this tower is gonna be a 195ft high right?  
 
Jonathan Yates- Yes sir Mr. Sims 
 
Jabo Sims-  And the break- away is 75ft  
 
Jonathan Yates- Yes sir 
 
Jabo Sims- take 75 from a 195 u still gonna have  
 
Jonathan Yates- 120  
 
Jabo Sims- 120 right  
 
Jonathan Yates-  Yeah it’s like its like a tree trunk what they do I promise I won’t break this if I do send me the bill. 
The way there designed the steel up to a 120 is gonna be over steeled and again this is based on the NCTIA222 G 
standard which is looking 700 year event so the way it’s designed you over steel up to 120 you have a little bit of a  
break point so in a catastrophic event you get which is a 115 mile per hour sustained ultimate it would bend over 
like this but it would be with inside a 75ft radius so that’s what it’s designed to do. And it’s a factor of the steel you 
just have to put a lot more money you put more money into the steel you beef up the steel the foundations all that 
goes into play to greet that. That’s what the county attorney Weaver was talking about more modern engineering 
techniques on the towers and that’s what it is.  
 
Elaine Boone- Ok that 300ft is measured from the base of the tower is’nt it?  
 
Jonathan Yates- Yeah Yeah and same thing same thing with the fall zone to give you a feel Commisioner Sims we 
have pretty good blow down the gulf coast with Hurricaine  Katrina and the towers were sort of a hero of that cuz 
whole houses were in the air and the great thing about the towers most of the towers were able to withstand it cuz of 
the new design and that’s how folks were able to call hope and tell her to call around the country the only crisis we 
had down there we had crisis like were like a section of a bridge became airborne and hit a tower like a missile. But 
if you think about 115mph wind most probably this tower will be there but nothing else will be around it because we 
have over designed this deal. 
 
Frances Liu- So you are saying that something could take out the tower? 
 
Jonathan Yates- And anything that man makes God could take away. I mean in all fairness but we again we take it to 
a much higher standard we are going to the NCTIA222G standard and designing for an ultimate wind speed of  
115mph so as we saw on gulf coast bridges went away marinas but you know yachts were airborne but we do we are 
over designed and typically like if you went into some of the Katrina areas of the towers there when all the houses 
were gone you know the houses flew up in the air they weren’t over designed like we were. We did learn and I 
won’t digress cuz I know your time is limited we did learn something in Katrina these towers when a crisis is 
coming like that we know we need to power them we know the power is gonna be down you know we have some 
diesel generations we learn something new we would get a convoy of our fuel we would get to a county line in 
Mississippi or parish line in  Louisiana and the local sheriff deputy  would commandeer all our fuel for their use so 
we are working better on forward deployment of fuel so we can keep our sites going so law enforcement doesn’t 
take it from us but if you look at Katrina you look at Sandy and the North East you look at Andrew and Homestead 
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Florida the cell phones were the hero. Cuz that’s the way the folks could get out and call their you know relatives 
back in South Carolina and say I’m ok I’m ok send me ice and food but I’m ok. 
 
Frances Liu- I guess the one thing that I caught in you’re statement what t you said most of the towers.  
 
Jonathan Yates- yep 
 
Frances Liu- Were still there and so that means not all  
 
Jonathan Yates- yeah they were situations where a bridge or a boat hit it as a missle and you know when you have 
that thing airborne yeah but these are designed for wind what the wind will do to it. 
 
Jabo Sims- Has you ever had a catastrophy in a Hurricane with itself with the tower falling? 
 
Jonathan Yates- I have not in South Carolina sir I been doing this as Mr. Weaver said since 1995 and we have had 
no we have had a couple blows you know obviously the big blow with Hugo in 89 but since then No we had I had 
no none of the ones I had no outages after Matthew this fall which was a decent enough blow we have not we have 
not seen any problems in the Carolinas. 
 
Frances Liu- I’m sorry we can’t acknowledge you sir once you have spoke 
 
Mac Mcconnell- (SPEAKING FROM AUDIENCE)  He’s speaking 
 
Frances Liu- yes he’s allowed to do a rebuttal he’s asking answering questions that we asked of him. I’m sorry that’s 
the procedure. And I will ask one more. Mr. Sims asked if you had any towers go down in the Carolinas. In all of 
them. You already said that you did lose some that some went down in Louisiana. What about Sandy or any other 
states had you had any go down? 
 
Jonathan Yates-  My knowledge no my obviously experience is limited to the Carolinas. I have not I have not  
encountered any Hurricane loss.  
 
Frances Liu- I mean I mean anything catastrophic just in Louisiana? 
 
Jonathan Yates- that I know of yeah I don’t track them all 
 
Frances Liu- right I understand. Does anyone else have any questions/ does anyone wanna make a motion?  
 
Don Brouwer- I make a motion that we approve the variance.   
The authorization of a variance will not be a substantial detriment to the adjacent property or to the public good and 
the care for the district will not be harmed by granting the variance nor will the granting of the variance to the 
purpose and intent of this ordinance or the comprehensive plan.  
 
Frances Liu-thank you second? 
 
Jabo Sims- SECOND 
 
Frances Liu- All in favor opposed? Thank you you will receive information from the County about the variance. 
 
VOTE:              UNANIMOUS                                                                      MOTION CARRIED 
 
Frances Liu- the next item on the agenda if we can have the statement of matter from the staff. 
 
Dwight Witherspoon- This is a variance application of JONATHAN YATES TO REQUEST SPECIAL 
EXCEPTION AS STATED IN SECTION 5.11.5 WIRELESS COMMUNICATION FACILITIES 
SUBSECTION B. PERMITTED LOCATIONS OF THE UNIFIED DEVELOPMENT ORDIANNCE. 
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Frances Liu- I’m sorry could you please not talk while the statement of matter is being read? Thank you 
 
Dwight Witherspoon- Approximately 1321 CULP LANDSFORD ROAD LANCASTER SOUTH CAROLINA 
29720 TAX MAP: 82F BLOCK A PARCEL 26. ZONING CLASSIFICATION IS MDR MEDIUM DENSITY 
RESIDENTIAL. 
 
The applicant is seeking a special exception in order to place a new monopole style telecommunications facility on 
the property. The property is located approximately 1321 CULP LANDSFORD RD LANCASTER and is plus or 
minus 18.98 acres of vacant woods. But the surrounding property is zoned MDR MEDIUM DENSITY 
RESIDENTIAL. And one GB GENERAL BUSINESS PARCEL Across the railroad track there is a one LDR 
LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL PARCEL.  AND ONE INS INSTITUTIONAL PARCEL. And several 
parcels in the city of Lancaster that are mixed with commercial,residential and manufactured home park.  
 
Frances Liu- Thank you so yes if the statement of matter is correct the applicant will please sign it. I will now 
proclaim the public portion of the meeting open again. I’m sorry will you please present your case. 
 
Jonathan Yates- Thank you members of the board my name is Jonathan Yates I reside at 105 BROAD ST 
CHARLESTON SC PHONE NUMBER IS 843-414-9754. Thank you so much for seeing me again. We were not 
intending for these to come together. But it’s just sort the way it worked out so we apologize a very different request 
tonight this one is a special exception not a variance and again if I don’t listen to my friend Elaine Boone which she 
and I started talking about the tower two years ago and she said go ahead and get it approved it will be 
administrative but if you wait on the ordinance it will be a hearing I could not move Verizon along quickly enough  
so I apologize so I’m taking up your time. But let me just talk about this one. This is a facility for Verizon Wireless 
another wireless carrier here in Lancaster County. This facility is slightly different one than the last. Verizon was 
able to make their coverage objectives in this particular part of Lancaster and we are in a very different part of the 
county. We have gone from Indian Land almost you know the outskirts of the city. They were able to achieve here 
they were able to get down to a 180ft and again with Verizon and Comporium and all the carriers look for and they 
wanna do ask for the least they need. They don’t wanna come in and you know do and to put it in perspective if you 
leave here heading toward Columbia along I77 most of those towers you see are 275 to 325ft the ones you see on the 
highway when we get into more urban area their able to pull them down a little bit. And make it work for the 
network. In this case were going on the property of the Greater New Hope Christian Association. This is a 19 acre 
property we have gone from 11 buildings on our last property to zero buildings. This is what in our Industry we call 
almost a text book site .We have 19acres all heavily, heavily treed and on the north site of the property we have the 
Southern Rail Road line. It was exactly where Verizon wanted to be to meet their coverage objectives but again this 
facility has also been designed not just for Verizon but for their competitors when they wanna come on the facility. 
If I may I’m gonna briefly show you a couple of things I might just hold it. I will be my easel. This shows you the 
property. Shows you the Southern Railroad Line going up that way we were able to achieve some incredible 
setbacks on this. The property over here we almost 1349ft. We were 494ft to Old Landsford Rd. 244 here. 223 here. 
So we were able to achieve some incredible setbacks due to the size of the property. This facility and it’s slightly 
different facility this is what we call the monopole south facility what is a monopole? A Monopole if you go by a 
Hardees or Walmart they have a tylon  ( NOT AUDIBLE)  that they put their sign on that’s a monopole. Except for 
us we have a very tough steel monopole and we hang communication equipment. This one was also reviewed by a 
South Carolina Engineer different Engineer designed it. This was designed by Mr. Lavenzak Michael Lavenzak 
South Carolina Engineer he also designed NCTIA222 G standard. He came in with a 60 ft fall zone and so again it’s 
what we talked about in this case about the same thing. Deals over beefed to 120 and then you have 60 on top and 
particularly with a monopole and I’m not an engineer so give me a little latitude when they explain engineering to 
lawyers they have to dumb in down. They try to monopole to a catastrophic wind almost  (NOT AUDIBLE).  It 
bends over and it goes like that you have to replace the top part it doesn’t go back in but it’s almost like bending a 
straw so again we have this one certified by South Carolina professional engineer Michael Lavenzak and he came in 
at 60ft so roughly the same the same fall area about 120ft is the break point. This one is also and this is very 
important this was reviewed by the FAA. FAA came up with two very important findings. 1) No hazard during 
navigation because of it’s height its under 200ft. and also marking and lighting are not necessary. So it like the other 
one will not have lights. As it is a special exception I am going to briefly go through if I may some of the special 
exception criteria that we can talk about. The special exception conforms to the area considered a location type and 
height of the buildings. We are allowed in this district we are under special exception we can go up to a 199ft we 
coming in at 180ft. Second the second criteria for special exception measures will be taken to provide ingress and 
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egress so designed as to minimize traffic hazards and to minimize traffic congestion on the public roads. A 
monopole like this takes about 30-45 days to put in. Most of that time is spent on the foundation work the tower its 
self goes up in a day after that Verizon will visit on average maybe 4 or 5 times a year for about an hour so we do 
not create any additional traffic on the road once it’s in very very limited visits. See under your special exception 
criteria requires that we have adequate utilities. Available to the remote site. The only utilities we need are power 
and telephone. Telephone line those are available to the property. The fourth criteria the use will not be obnoxious or 
offensive by reason of vibration, noise odor, smoke, dust or gas. This facility does not create any vibration noise 
odor smoke , dust or gas. And with the approval of the FDA also doesn’t create any light. The next criteria is the 
establish (NOT AUDIBLE). Surrounding area again we get back what we talked about in our previous case and I 
wanna  re-emphasize it here. We  are an infrastructure we you develop out an area you wanna make sure you have 
power you wanna make sure you have telco you wanna make sure you have water and hopefully sewer. In the 21st 
century the developers are also looking for wireless. I’m gonna digress quickly I had an interesting phone call a 
couple of months ago in Charleston. A group had put in a group out of Alabama had put in about 400 apartments 
sort of luxury apartments on the way towards Kiawah Island. They were a little upset they have been trying to lease 
them for 90 days and they were having trouble leasing them in fact they were’nt leasing them very well at all cuz  
they had no wireless coverage beside the market they were looking for those young upperly mobile professionals 
with money to spend were’nt gonna move in without wireless. I told them I try to get you a tower but I don’t know 
how soon. The next question is the establishment made (NOT AUDIBLE) will not be detrimental to or endanger the 
public health and safety. Again we go back to the facts and figures that Mr. Willis provided for us Lancaster County 
is actually a little head of the average you know 80 percent is the average nationwide looks like you are at 83 
percent. And that’s probably why that access 911 you need the policemen you need the firemen you need EMS you 
don’t run to the house you call right from your belt. The last question will it be operated and compliance with all 
local state and federal laws? Yes sbsolutely. Comply with all local state and federal laws and he use will not become 
a nuisance se by creating criminal activity or public disturbance. Use is quite different we will have really the use 
simply the tower the Verizon Techs in their a couple times a year and we think we help avoid public disturbances by 
folks who have good coverage there if there is a problem in the neighborhood they can reach out to the county 
sheriff. So those were your special expectations criteria finding a fact. I’m here for all and any questions this for us I 
do a lot of towers very rarely do I get to work with one like this. Where you have almost 20 acres nothing but trees 
rail line on one side the owner was very kind they let us put it sort of in the middle of it so we can achieve those set 
backs. Very rarely do you have a tower that hits all the belts like this. This one is not before you as a variance it’s 
simply before you as a special exception.  And everyone has deserted me and I’m the only person you can ask 
questions to.  
 
Frances Liu-The public portion of the meeting is now closed. Have any calls or letters been received by staff on this 
one?  
 
Dwight Witherspoon- We had one call from 1125 Culp Street they were against it. You know they didn’t won’t the 
cell tower.  
 
Frances Liu- Did they indicate why? 
 
Elaine Boone- No not really just said they were against it.  
 
Frances Liu- They must work for the same people that put the 300ft in the UDO? 
 
Kenneth Cauthen- I had one call it was across the road and he was a retired Lancaster County deputy said he put up 
with no phone service for years while he was out in the field with the sheriff’s department and dangerous situations 
and no radio or phone and he said he was for a Tower.  
 
Frances Liu- Has a site check been made by staff? 
 
Kenneth Cauthen- Yes I was just looking at the map here and its so far away from a house it can’t be included on a 
map one inch is equal to 120 ft and I scaled it with the only thing I have right here and it’s not its well over 560ft 
away from a house and it could be a 1000 ft I don’t know it’s just a long way from a house. 
 
Frances Liu- Ok. And have all the measurements been verified? 
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Kenneth Cauthen- They have. 
 
Frances Liu- Ok board members do you have any questions for the applicant? Mr.Yates? 
 
Jabo Sims- I had a phone call from the same the guy from Mr.Cauthen he was in favor of it. Matter of fact we went 
and looked close to the sight and I couldn’t find anybody over there that was against it. 
 
Frances Liu- I have a question for the applicant it’s not necessarily germain to granting this what happens can a cell 
tower go out of commission? I mean I don’t mean hit by something and  knocked over I just mean be up there 
working one minute and not working the next? 
 
Jonathan Yates- You know it possibly could some of the electrical situation yeah. We had I don’t know necessarily 
the cell tower but I know in Charleston yesterday and it might be further to say AT&T had some outages so I don’t 
know if the switch was wrong. Yep any anything technical. 
 
Frances Liu- The reason I was asking is not pertain to this but to promote it as being so important when you need to 
call 911  
 
Jonathan Yates- Right 
 
Frances Liu- If you’re cell tower goes all you better hope you have a landline. 
 
Jonathan Yates- You better hope you have a landline and we better hope the cell towers don’t go out and that’s part 
of what were doing tonight to not only filling holes and the more people that use these devices and getting back to 
my 17year old if I take that i-pad away from him he will you know never talk to me you know using  
 
Frances Liu- You might consider that if you need to by the way as a parent 
 
Jonathan Yates-I know the streaming videos so a lot of this to we need the more facilities not only for coverage but 
for the capacity. So you always have an open radio you can call out. Yes Ma’am 
 
Frances Liu- Any questions for staff? 
 
Jabo Sims- I like to ask Mr. Yates a question if I may? How often are they at least inspected for safety? 
 
Jonathan Yates- Yes inspected you know the steel is always checked out particularly when they doing any 
modifications on it you know not a lot to the towers the steel which is all this certified you see by the engineer at the 
start and then as they take away equipment anytime they switch equipment out the tower owner is gonna insist a 
new structure analysis be done if any equipment is being added to make sure It’s still keeping its same structural 
integrity. 
 
Frances Liu- Any other questions for the applicant or staff? Would someone like to make a motion?  
 
Don Brouwer- I make a motion that we approve the variance because its authorization of the variance will not be a 
substantial detriment to the adjacent property or the public good and the character of the district will not be harmed 
by granting a variance nor granting a variance impair the purpose and intents of this ordinance or the comprehensive 
plan. 
 
Elaine Boone-  Ok it won’t be a variance now it’s a special exception. 
 
Frances Liu- Oh 
 
Elaine Boone- Special Exception Ok its just probably saying you make the motion to approve the special exception. 
Yeah just do it like that.Ok  
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Frances Liu- Can we just amend his motion for everything he said maybe say he we restate it or can we just amend 
the motion to include the words exception? Rather than variance  
 
John Weaver- I would suggest that that motion be withdrawn rather than be amended. And a motion to approve the 
special exception requested. 
 
Frances Liu- would you like to withdraw your motion?  
 
Don Brouwer- yes I will withdraw the motion. 
 
Frances Liu- Would you like to make a new motion?  
 
Don Brouwer- Yes I’m getting confused now. 
 
John Weaver- It will be a motion to approve the special exception requested by the applicant Verizon. 
 
Don Brouwer- I make a motion that we accept the variation requested by the  
 
John Weaver- Approve the special exception requested  
 
Don Brouwer- Special exception  
 
John Weaver- Requested  
 
Don Brouwer- Requested 
 
John Weaver- that’s right thank you sir 
 
Don Brouwer- thank you 
 
Frances Liu- Because of we need to give a reason in and he gave a reason before us. So go right ahead 
 
Don Brouwer- the authorization of a variance will not be  
 
Frances Liu- Oh special exception do we have to have one of these for a special exception?  
 
John Weaver- no ma’am 
 
Frances Liu- I’m sorry I just wanted to make sure we were all legal. Alright 
 
John Weaver- you have to give a reason for a variance. This is a special exception u heard the facts you either 
approve it or disapprove it the motion that’s been made to appove the special exception request.  
 
Frances Liu- Could I have a second to approve the motion? 
 
Harvey Carnes- Got it.  (Second) 
 
Frances Liu- All in favor of the special exception being granted raise your hand. 
Thank you it’s UNANIMOUS 
 
VOTE:   UNANIMOUS                                                                 MOTION: CARRIED 
 
Jonathan Yates- Thank you  
 
Frances Liu- Your welcome Mr. Yates 
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Jonathan Yates- I neglected to get on the record they gave me the same help your staff did on the second one but I 
asked less stupid questions.  
 
Frances Liu- Well that’s good to know.  
 
Jonathan Yates- I poured them out on the first one. 
 
Frances Liu- Well that’s good to know we don’t wanna ride them and and put them up wet.  You don’t have to put 
that in Mika. 
 
John Weaver- The southern Charleston charm.  
 
Frances Liu- Sir, I’m cautious of any male charm. Let’s see on the agenda we have to vote for a new chairman and  
vice well ,We don’t even have a vice chairman so we need to vote for a chairman and vice chairman. Are they any 
nominations?  
 
Don Brouwer- I MAKE A MOTION FOR FRANCES LIU TO HAVE THE CHAIRMANS JOB  
 
Harvey Carnes –SECOND  
 
Frances Liu- all in favor?  
 
John Weaver- UNANIMOUS                                                      
 
VOTE: UNANIMOUS                                                                             MOTION CARRIED 
 
FRANCES LIU GETS CHAIRMAN 
 
Frances Liu- to make it unanimous and could we have a nomination for vice chair? Should we wait until we have a 
full compliment?  
 
John Weaver- if you gonna do if you’re not gonna do both of them tonight. You can nominate somebody that’s not 
here.  If you wanna do that. But If you gonna do one of them you need to do all of them.  
 
Frances Liu- Ok  
 
Harvey Carnes- I wanna nominate what’s his name? 
 
Frances Liu- Darrell Reid 
 
Mika Garris- Can you hold up a minute. Who made the motion for Chairman?  
 
Frances Liu- That would be Don Brouwer 
 
Kenneth Cauthen- Harvey Second 
 
Mika Garris- Ok And it was Unanimous? 
 
France Liu- Yes  
 
Mika Garris- who was the chairman for ( not audible) ok I’m sorry 
 
Frances Liu- anytime you need us to back the up the truck go right ahead. 
 
Mika Garris- The nomination for Vice Chairman?  
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Harvey Carnes- What’s that boys name? 
 
Frances Liu- Darrell Reid ok does anybody wanna second that one? 
 
Don Brouwer- SECOND 
 
VOTE: UNANIMOUS                                                                    MOTION CARRIED 
 
DARRELL REID GETS VICE CHAIRMAN 
 
Frances Liu- Second all in favor 
 
Mika Garris- who second?  
 
Frances Liu- Who second? 
 
 Frances Liu- Don Brouwer and it was Unanimous so will you please see that Mr. Reid gets the good news? 
 
John Weaver- It pays to never miss a meeting. 
 
Frances Liu- That’s right that’s exactly right.  
 
John Weaver- I do wanna apologize when I was talking to you I mentioned xylophone I meant it fell like an 
accordion it will buckle down 
 
Frances Liu- I missed I must not been listening to ya.  
 
JohnWeaver- My musical abilities I was a little short on that one. 
 
Frances Liu- well I’m polish so I could picture the accordion very easily. Do we have any cases next month? 
 
Mika Garris- Red Ventures  
 
Kenneth Cauthen- I would say at least four. 
 
Mika Garris-  yeah At least four  
 
Frances Liu- four? First le’ts ADJOURN first can I have a motion to adjourn?  
 
Harvey Carnes-  MOTION YOU GOT IT 
 
Frances Liu- Second? 
 
Don Brouwer-  YOU GOT IT SECOND 
 
VOTE: UNANIMOUS                                                                                          MOTION CARRIED 
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